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Abstract: In the paper, a new method of long-term planning of operation and development of the
distribution system, taking into account operational aspects such as power flows, power losses,
voltage levels, and energy balances, is presented. The developed method allows for the allocation
and selection of the power of Renewable Energy Sources (RES), control of energy storage (ES),
curtailing of RES production (EC), and the development of the distribution grid (GD). Different
types of RES and loads are considered, represented by generation/demand profiles reflecting their
typical operating conditions. RES allocation indicates the node in the distribution system and the
power level for each type of RES that may be built. Energy storage (ES) allows generation to be
transferred from the demand valley to the peak load. Curtailment of RES generation indicates the
moment and level of power by which generation will be reduced, while the grid development (GD)
determines between which network nodes a new power line should be built. All these activities allow
to minimize the costs of planning work and development of the distribution system at a specific level
of energy consumption from RES in the analyzed distribution system using a Mixed Integer-Linear
Programming (MILP).

Keywords: RES allocation; wind turbines (WT); photovoltaic installations (PV); system modelling;
energy storages (ES); energy curtailment (EC); grid development (GD)

1. Introduction

In traditional power systems, electricity is generated in large generating units, and
then, using the transmission system and distribution systems, it is sent to final customers.
The European Union’s policy on renewable energy has resulted in a rapid increase in the
number of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) connected to the distribution system. Most of
these systems are not adapted to such a high share of renewable energy sources, whose
energy production depend on atmospheric conditions and are difficult to predict in the
long run. Problems with accurate forecasting the volume of electricity production from
renewable energy sources and the nature of their work cause difficulties in the operation of
power systems, which include high generation in the valley of the night demand curve
and rapid changes in the level of electricity produced. The nature of RES work also results
in network overload, mismatch between generation and demand, and an increase in the
operating costs of the distribution system.

Research carried out as part of this work is devoted to developing a method of long-
term work planning and development of the distribution system, taking into account
operational aspects such as power flows, power losses, voltage levels, and energy balances.
The developed method allows the allocation and selection of Renewable Energy Sources
(RES), controlling energy storage (ES), reducing renewable energy production, and the
development of a distribution network allowing for the addition of new installations.
Various types of renewable energy sources and loads are considered, which are represented
by generation/demand profiles reflecting the typical conditions of their operation.

The allocation of distributed energy sources has become a topic in recent years. Ac-
cording to the European Union policy, at least 20% of energy in the EU will come from
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Renewable Energy Sources (RES) by 2020 and 32% by 2030. Because most RES are con-
nected to the distribution system, which was constructed for distribution energy only, this
makes it necessary to develop new methods of work planning and development of these
systems. In recent papers, we can distinguish a few groups differing of a used objective
function. In [1], the ABC algorithm was used to minimize the power losses by determining
the RES location, size, and power factor. Minimization of power losses was also used
in [2,3]. In [2], authors utilized a genetic algorithm to allocate three types of distributed
generation; they also used the daily profiles to characterize generation units and loads.
In [3], PSO technique was used to find the optimal size of distributed generation (DG) at
each bus. References [4,5] include power loss minimization and voltage improvement.
Other papers used maximization of revenues of distribution companies [6,7] as an objective
function. In both mentioned papers, objective function is achieved by optimal location
of DGs, but they differ in used programming method (linear programming in [6] and
dynamic programming in [7]). The other objective function (minimization of total costs)
was presented in [8–10]. In [8], authors used a genetic algorithm to determine optimal
location and capacity of DG over the number of planning years. In both [9,10], Mixed
Integer-Linear Programming (MILP) is utilized to allocate DGs in microgrids [9] or radial
networks [10].

Along with the increased installed capacity in renewable energy, whose nature of
electricity generation is variable and difficult to predict, solutions are needed to ensure
the security of the electricity supply. One of such solutions is the construction of energy
storage (ES). In [11,12], only allocation of energy storage (ES) is considered. Two mentioned
papers differ in the objective function (minimization of power losses [11] and minimization
of costs [12]) and used method (ABC algorithm [11] and PSO [12]). Another approach
was presented in [13–16], where ES and RES are allocated in parallel. In each of the
papers, a different method was used: GA [13], LP [14], TLBO [15], and MILP [16]. In both
papers [14,16], simulations were carried out for one year with one hourly step. Another
solution presented in the literature is to use hydrogen storage technology [17].

Another method to reduce the negative impact of RES on the network is to limit
their generation. Four different energy curtailment (EC) methods were considered. In the
first case, the generation units are exclusive for the entire period when a violation of
technical restrictions may occur [18]. In the second method, generation curtailment is about
limiting generation to a constant level throughout the entire period when a violation of
technical limitations may occur [19]. In [20], energy curtailment (EC) is adapted to technical
constraints, which allows better adaptation of the generation to the constraints. The last
paper presents a method of the proportional energy curtailment (EC) consisting of reducing
the generation by a fixed factor for the entire analyzed period, even for periods when the
limitations are not violated [21].

There are also works on optimizing the development of distribution and transmission
systems. Reference [22] presents transmission network expansion planning. In [23,24],
building of new lines and substations in the distribution system are considered. In both
mentioned papers, minimization of investment and losses cost are implemented, but [23]
used MILP and [24], GA. In [25], building of new lines and the allocation of RES is
presented by using GA to achieve minimal investment and operational costs. More complex
approaches are presented in [26–28] in which building of new lines, allocation of RES, and
substations are considered. Three mentioned papers have the same objective function:
minimization of investment and operational costs and differences that lie in the using
method (MILP [26,27] and dynamic programming [28]). In another paper [29], the building
of new lines and allocation of ES is considered.

Another way to improve the operation of the power system is to implement demand-
side management (DSM) system [30]. The big advantage of these systems is the ability to
control the load by consumers in response to the system’s demand, which significantly
facilitates its operation. On the other hand, the allocation of new RES and ES allows for
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the development of energy clusters and allows to meet the EU requirements regarding the
level of RES in the national mix.

Novelty of the Paper

Although there are many works devoted to the development of distribution systems,
none of them show the method of comprehensive optimization using MILP and maintain-
ing the technical standards of system operation and taking into account the variability of
the generation of RES/loads within one year.

The originality of the method proposed in the article consists of the use of compre-
hensive optimization of distribution systems, consisting of the possibility of allocation and
selection of Renewable Energy Sources (RES), allocation and selection of energy storage
(ES) capacity, construction of new lines, and control of renewable energy using variable
generation limitation. The optimization is carried out with the criterion of the lowest capital
and operating costs, taking into account the variable nature of sources and loads for the
long-term horizon.

2. Problem Formulation

The aim of this paper is to develop and simulate a new comprehensive method for
optimizing medium voltage electricity distribution systems that minimizes the costs of their
operation and development using Mixed-Integer Linear Programming and a bottom-up
approach in which the main problem is reached through a detailed analysis of the model
and assumptions.

The research problem considered in this paper includes optimization regarding three
groups of objects connected to medium voltage distribution networks: construction of new
generating units, construction of new energy reservoirs, network development by building
new lines.

The objective function used in the optimization process consists of the following com-
ponents expressing costs: capital and a fixed component of operating costs of generating
units, capital and a fixed component of operating costs of energy storage, capital and a
fixed component of operating costs of permanent new lines in the network, and variable
component of operating costs of generating units.

The constraints used in optimization refer to the power and number of units installed
in the nodes, the permissible long-term current capacity of the line, the direction of power
exchange with the 110 kV system, the level of annual energy production relative to the
total demand, power and capacity of energy storage, and voltage level in the nodes.

The optimization time horizon is taken as one year represented by twenty-four repre-
sentative days.

2.1. Optimization Model

For each node and each renewable energy technology, the generation of electricity
is determined on the basis of the number of renewable energy units, the power series,
and the utilization of the rated power based on the assumed renewable energy generation
profile. However, the demand for electricity in each node depends on the rated power of
the installed loads and demand profile.

In each calculation step of the assumed time horizon, power flows in existing lines and
new lines are determined, and the amount of power exchange with the transmission system
is calculated. Power losses are determined on the basis of power flows, unit resistance,
length, and long-term current-carrying capacity of the line. Due to the use of the Mixed-
Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model, the losses are linearized.

The difference between the total annual electricity generation from all RES units and
the total annual losses in lines is treated as RES energy consumed locally. The level of
this consumption is determined before the optimization process as a percentage of the
total annual electricity consumption of all loads. In the Appendix A presents a graphical
diagram and a table allowing a better understanding of the problem.
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2.2. Objective Function

The objective function used in the optimization process is expressed as the sum of the
annual costs of the distribution system, including annual fixed costs of generating units,
annual fixed costs of energy storage, annual fixed costs of new lines in the network, and
operational variable costs.

Fixed costs of generating units are determined on the basis of the number of RES
units (iRES

n,d,r), a given capacity series (PRES
d,r ), and unit fixed costs (FCRES

d,r ). The number
of renewable energy units is expressed as an integer variable specified for each network
node (n), RES technology (d), and values from the power series (r) and stored in a matrix
with the dimensions “n” × “d” × “r”. The power series defines the rated power of a
single RES generating unit, which is specified for each technology (d) separately. Unit
fixed renewable energy costs (capital costs converted into one year and fixed operating
costs) are expressed as the average annual investment cost increased by the annual fixed
operating costs, determined individually (per kW of installed capacity) for each technology
and RES series.

Fixed costs of energy storage units are calculated analogous to the fixed costs of
generating units, and their values are determined on the basis of the number of energy
storage units in the node (iES

n ), their nominal capacity (CES), and unit fixed costs (FCES)
(designated for 1 kWh of installed energy storage capacity). The number of energy storage
units in a node is declared as an integer variable.

Fixed costs of new lines in the network were expressed using a binary variable,
determining whether a new line will arise (bn,w,s) specified for network nodes (n, w), length
of this line (Dn,w) in kilometers, and unit investment costs of one kilometer of a line (FCLinii

s )
specified for each type of line (s).

min
{

∑
n∈N

(
∑

d∈D

(
∑

r∈R

(
iRES
n,d,r ∗ PRES

d,r ∗ FCRES
d,r

))
+ iES

n ∗ CES ∗ FCES + ∑
w∈N

(
∑

s∈S
bn,w,s ∗ Dn,w ∗ FCLine

s

)
+ ∑

d∈D

(
ERES_year

n,d ∗VCRES
d,r

))
}

(1)

where:
∀n ∈ N, d ∈ D ERES_year

n,d = ∑
t∈T

ERES_Hour
n,d,t

∀n ∈ N, d ∈ D, t ∈ T ERES_Hour
n,d,t = PGEN_RES

n,d,t ∗t′
(2)

It was assumed that for the entire time step (one hour), the generated power/load is
constant, so the energy for a given time step is determined as the product of power and
time (one hour (t′)).

∀n ∈ N, d ∈ D, t ∈ T ERES_Hour
n,d,t = PGEN_RES

n,d,t ∗t′ (3)

The generation of electricity of a generating unit depends on the sum of the power
installed for a given technology “d” in the node “n”, the factor of the utilization of the
rated power, and the restrictions imposed on the size of the generation. The use of rated
power is impressed as the degree of its use defined for each moment from the adopted time
horizon. Generation curtailment is expressed as the power level by which the generation
resulting from the power utilization profile is reduced. The total generation in the node
can be reduced or increased by the power transmitted to and from the energy storage.

PGEN_RES
n,d,t =

(
∑
r∈R

(
iRES
n,d,r ∗ PRES

d,r ∗ Pavail
d,t

)
− pcurt

n,d,t

)
(4)

∀n ∈ N, t ∈ T PGEN_node
n,t =

(
∑

d∈D

(
PGEN_RES

n,d,t

)
− ptoES

n,t + p f romES
n,t

)
(5)
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where: iRES
n,d,r—number of units in node n for RES type d and rated power r; PRES

d,r —rated
power of RES technology d for the power unit series type r; FCRES

d,r —fixed cost of each
type and rated power of renewable energy sources; iES

n —number of units in node n for
energy storages; CES—nominal capacity of single energy storage; FCES—fixed cost of
energy storages; bn,w,s—binary variable that determines whether a given “s” line will arise
between the “n” and “w” nodes; Dn,w—distance between nodes “n” and “w”; FCLine

s —
fixed cost of new lines; ERES_year

n,d —annual energy production from each type of RES r in
each node n; VCRES

d,r —variable cost of each type d and rated power r of renewable energy

sources; ERES_Hour
n,d,t —total energy from RES type d in node n in time step t; PGEN_RES

n,d,t —
total production from RES type d in node n in time t; Pavail

d,t —generation profile for RES
technology d in time t; pcurt

n,d,t—generation curtailment of RES type d in node n in time t,

PGEN_node
n,t —total production from RES in node n in time t; ptoES

n,t —power which flows from

grid to energy storage in node n in time t; p f romES
n,t —power which flows from energy storage

to grid in node n in time t; t′—one hour.

2.3. Constraints

The technical limitations used in the model refer to the level of energy generation,
power flows, power losses, a voltage in nodes, and energy storage operation.

The model assumes that annual energy production minus total energy losses in lines
must be equal to or greater than its assumed share (k) in the annual demand of all loads in
the distribution system under consideration. The annual demand of all loads is expressed
as the sum of all the demand in all network nodes in the considered time horizon. The
model considers three types of loads (residential, industrial, commercial).

∑
n∈N

{
∑

d∈D
ERES_year

n,d − ∑
w∈N

(
∑
t∈T

PFlosses
n,w,t

)}
≥ k ∗ ∑

n∈N

{
∑
l∈L

(
∑
t∈T

Pload
n,l,t

)}
(6)

PLoad
n,l,t = PLoad

n,l ∗ PLoadpro f
l,t (7)

In the analyzed model, only active power flows are considered, assuming that this
approach is sufficiently accurate for the purposes of long-term analyses. The power flow
in the line between “n” and “w” nodes depends on the generation and demand at these
nodes and is expressed as:

∀n ∈ N, ∀t ∈ T = ∑
d∈D

PGEN_RES
n,d,t −∑

l∈L
PLoad

n,l,t = ∑
w∈N

PFn,w,t (8)

The power flow from the 110 kV system to the system under consideration is deter-
mined on the basis of the total generation and total demand for the analyzed distribution
system.

∀t ∈ T ∑
n∈N

(
∑

d∈D
PGEN_RES

n,d,t

)
− ∑

n∈N

(
∑
l∈L

PLoad
n,l,t

)
= PFTSO

t (9)

Power losses in a line are determined as the sum of five linear functions. The value
of each function depends on the power flow limitation in the line between “n” and “w”
nodes, unit line resistance, the distance between “n” and “w” nodes, power flow, and rated
voltage in the analyzed network.

∀
t ∈ T

∀
n, w ∈ N

PFlosses
n,w,t = f 1n,w,t + f 2n,w,t + f 3n,w,t + f 4n,w,t + f 5n,w,t (10)

Each linear function was created for different values of power flow in relation to
power line capacity. The first function was created for power flow in range 0–100% of line
capacity. Rest functions were designed for power flow in ranges: f 2: 20–100%, f 3: 40–100%,
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f 4: 60–100%, and f 5: 80–100% of line capacity. Final power losses were created as a sum of
all mentioned linear functions [16]. Equations that describe f 1, f 2, f 3, f 4, f 5 are presented
in Appendix A.

Voltages in nodes are determined on the basis of power flow in the lines and voltages in
the nodes that connect these lines, line resistance, and rated voltage of the analyzed system.

∀n, w ∈ N, t ∈ T dUn,t = dUw,t −
PFn,w,t∗Rn,w∗Dn,w

U2 (11)

The rated capacity of the energy storage at the “n” node is also a limitation on the
storage capacity of the storage tanks. It was assumed that the energy storage is described by
the efficiency of power exchange with the node, capacity, and power. The tray’s operating
cycle is one day when the tray is completely discharged at the beginning and end of the
day. The work cycle of the trays has been chosen due to the simplifications resulting from
the selection of representative profiles.

∀n ∈ N, ∀t ∈ T CLn,t ≤ iES
n ∗ CES (12)

∀n ∈ N, ∀t ∈ T CLn,t ≥ 0 (13)

∀n ∈ N, ∀t ∈ T CLn,t = CLn,t−1 + ηES ∗ ptoES
n,t −

(
1

ηES

)
∗ p f romES

n,t (14)

where: ERES_year
n,d —annual energy production from each type of RES r in each node; PFlosses

n,w,t —
power losses in a power line between nodes w and k in time t; PLoad

n,l,t —consumption of load

in node n of type l in time t; PLoad
n,l —nominal power of load type l in node n; PLoadpro f

l,t—

consumption profile for load type l in time t; PGEN_RES
n,d,t —total production from RES type

d in node n in time t; PFn,w,t—linearized power flow between nodes n and w in time t;
PFTSO

t —energy exchange between distribution and transmission system in time t; dUn/w,t—
value of voltage in nodes n/w in time t; Rn,w—resistance of power line between nodes
n and w; U—nominal voltage of the distribution system (in this paper, assumed as a 30
kV; Dn,w—distance between nodes “n” and “w”; CLn,t—level of charge of energy storages
in node n in time t; iES

n —number of units in node n for energy storages; CES—nominal
capacity of single energy storage; ηES—efficiency of energy exchange between nodes and
energy storages; ptoES

n,t —power which flows from grid to energy storage in node n in time t;

p f romES
n,t —power which flows from energy storage to grid in node n in time t.

3. Assumptions

It was assumed that it is possible to construct three types of renewable energy tech-
nologies: (a) photovoltaic panels, (b) wind turbines, and (c) biogas power plants. Three
values of rated power (series) exist that the generating unit may have been selected for
each technology (Table 1). Additionally, it was assumed that the total power of all units in
one node may not exceed 5 MW except node “1” (node representing 110 kV system), in
which no generating source can be installed.

Table 1. Rated power of Renewable Energy Sources (RES).

Technology Capacity [kW]

Photovoltaic panels 10 100 1000
Wind turbines 10 100 500

Biogas power plants 200 500 2000

Representative generation profiles have been created for each technology. These pro-
files were built based on real data for the Polish and German power systems [31–35]. Six
profiles have been created for photovoltaic panels and wind turbines, and one profile for
biogas power plants, which are constant throughout the considered time horizon, exclud-
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ing eight days in the summer season, which are intended for renovation and repair. The
generation on these days for biogas power plants is zero. Representative profiles for solar
panels and wind farms were divided into two types of profiles mapping the high and low
generation for three periods of the year: winter, summer, and spring and autumn together.

Representative demand profiles have been created for each type of pickup. These
profiles were determined based on data obtained from the Polish DSO [36]. For each type
of reception (residential, industrial, commercial), six representative profiles were created
for working and non-working days for three periods of the year: winter, summer, and
spring and autumn together.

In order to correlate the representative profiles with the actual capacity factor for each
technology and the demand profile, it was determined for each period of the year how
often a given combination of profiles occurs.

Individual capacity for photovoltaic panels and wind turbines were determined for
each node of the analyzed system. This allows you to take into account the differences
in sunlight and wind conditions at each node of the network. For biogas power plants,
a constant power utilization factor was adopted for all network nodes.

Three types of costs have been determined for each technology and the range of
rated power: capital costs, fixed operating costs, and variable costs. All costs are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2. RES costs [37].

Technology PV WT BG

Rated power [kW] 10 100 1000 10 100 500 200 500 2000
Capital costs [mln €/MW] 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.7 1.7 1.5 3.3 3 2.9

Fixed operating costs [thou. €/MW/annum] 27.4 27.4 24.3 34.1 34.1 46.2 197.6 187.4 185.5
Variable costs [€/MWh] 0 0 0 0 0 0 93.6 80 71.7

It was assumed that it is possible to allocate one type of energy storage with a capacity
of 10 kWh and a power of 5 kW. The efficiency of both energy storage and charging was
assumed at 0.9. The energy storage works in a daily cycle, i.e., at the beginning and end of
the day, the energy storage has the same state of charge. Capital costs (overnight) and fixed
operating costs of the energy reservoir relate to its capacity and amount to € 600/kWh and
€ 67/kWh, respectively [38].

Two types of lines were also selected that can be used to build new connections
between nodes. In Table 3, the types of lines are presented together with their parameters
and costs.

Table 3. Parameters of new lines.

Line Cross Section
[mm2]

Computational
Resistance [Ω/km]

Long-Term Current
Carrying Capacity [A] Capital Costs [€/km] Fixed Operating Costs

[€/km]

50 0.59 228 51,667 60,000
70 0.43 280 2071 2405

Simulations are carried out using a test network, consisting of 27 nodes, of which
node 1 represents a 110 kV system, while nodes 2 to 27 represent a 15 kV system. It was
also assumed that the voltage in the nodes must be in the range of 90–110% of the rated
voltage (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Benchmark model of medium voltage distribution network [16].

4. Simulation

Five simulation scenarios with different activities were used for the analysis, which
were used to simulate these scenarios (Table 4). These activities include a selection of
power and quantity of renewable energy in network nodes, selection of capacity and
quantity of energy storage in network nodes, reduction of renewable energy production,
and construction of new lines.

Table 4. Assumed scenarios.

Scenario Activities

1 • selection of RES power and quantity in network nodes.

2
• selection of RES power and quantity in network nodes,
• selection of capacity and quantity of energy storage in network nodes.

3
• selection of RES power and quantity in network nodes,
• generation curtailment.

4
• selection of RES power and quantity in network nodes,
• grid development.

5

• selection of RES power and quantity in network nodes,
• selection of capacity and quantity of energy storage in network nodes,
• generation curtailment,
• grid development.

The first scenario relates to planning energy clusters in the traditional form, i.e., the se-
lection of generating units. The other scenarios show comprehensive optimization that
allows reducing the cost of their operation.

Scenarios

The selection of the power and quantity of RES in network nodes consists of defining
the type of generating units, their rated capacities, and their number that should be installed
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in individual nodes of the network in question. This action is carried out by means of an
integer variable (iRES

n,d,r), defining the number of generating units in a given node (n), a given
technology (d), and the installed capacity series (r).

The selection of the capacity and number of energy storages in network nodes is based
on the selection of the total capacity of energy storage in individual network nodes. This
selection is made with the use of an integer variable (iES

n ) that defines the number of energy
storage in a given node (n) of the network.

Curtailment of RES generation consists of reducing energy production resulting from
representative profiles defined for each of the analyzed technologies. This operation is
carried out by means of a real variable (pcurt

n,d,t), which determines the generation reduction
in a given network node (n), a given technology (d), and at a given time instant (t).

The construction of new lines determines what type of line and between which nodes
it will be created. This operation is expressed by a binary variable (bn,w,s), which defines
whether a new line of a given type (s) will be created between the network nodes (n, w).

5. Results

The following section shows the simulation results. The results concern the cost
structure and total costs of the development of the distribution system. In the Appendix A,
other results are displayed (location of RES, ES, and new lines).

Figure 2 shows the cost structure for scenario “1” for which the largest part of the costs
are the costs of biogas plants (approximately 57%). The costs of photovoltaic installations
constitute approximately 26%, and wind farms approximately 17%. Moreover, the cost
structure for biogas plants is different than in the case of the other two types of generation
units. For photovoltaic installations, capital costs are around 86%, and fixed operating costs
are 14%; for wind farms, these values are as follows: 80% and 20%. There is one more type
of cost for biogas power plants—fixed operating costs (approx. 37%), while fixed capital
and operating costs account for 42% and 21%, respectively.
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Figure 2. The cost structure for scenario “1”.

For scenario “2”, the cost structure for photovoltaic installations and wind turbines
is similar to those in scenario “1”, for energy storage capital costs constitute 90% of costs
and operating costs are fixed at 10%. On the other hand, the structure of total costs is
different than in scenario “1” and looks as follows: photovoltaic installations—40%, wind
farms—51%, and energy storage—9% (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. The cost structure for scenario “2”.

For scenario “3”, for which the selection of power and quantity of RES in the nodes of
the analyzed grid and limiting their production was assumed, 100% of the costs are the
costs of wind turbines. The capital costs are 85% and the fixed operating costs are 15%
of the total costs. These values are different than for the two previous scenarios because
only sources with the installed capacity of 500 MW were built, as opposed to the previous
scenarios, for which sources with the other types of capacity were also built (Figure 4).
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For scenario “4” as for scenario “1”, the largest part of the total costs are the costs of
biogas power plants (59%), followed by photovoltaic (PV) installations (25%) and wind
turbines (15%). In this scenario, part of the costs is incurred for the construction of new
lines (1%) (Figure 5).
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Most (99%) of the costs for scenario “5” are the costs of wind turbines and 1% of costs
of building new lines. Moreover, each of these costs consists of capital and fixed operating
costs in the proportion of, respectively, 80% and 20% for wind turbines and 96% and 4%
for the construction of new lines (Figure 6).
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The highest costs of development of the analyzed distribution system were obtained
for scenario “1”, for which only the selection of power and quantity of RES in nodes was
assumed. By adding the selection of capacity and the number of energy storages in the
nodes, the overall costs were reduced by 14%. For scenario “3” an additional 21% cost
reduction was achieved. The lowest cost reduction in relation to the first scenario was
achieved for the 4—4% scenario. However, by assuming all actions together (scenario 5),
the lowest system development costs were obtained, which were 48% lower than the costs
obtained for scenario “1” (Figure 7).
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6. Conclusions

The growing share of renewable energy sources supported by the European Union
policy is becoming a challenge for the functioning of power systems. Due to the large
expansion of renewable energy sources, whose generation depends on atmospheric con-
ditions (wind farms, PV installations) and the fact that the majority of such installations
are connected to distribution systems, this causes increasing problems in the operation of
power networks. These problems result from the non-adaptation of distribution systems
to the nature of RES work and the age of system components. One of the biggest is the
difficulty of planning the operation of systems with a large generation of renewable en-
ergy sources (not adapting the generation to demand) and the need for oversize network
elements.

One of the solutions to minimize the costs of work planning and the development of
distribution systems is comprehensive optimization, taking into account:
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• allocation and selection of renewable energy,
• allocation and selection of energy storage capacity,
• reducing renewable energy generation,
• extension of the line

Taking into account the technical aspects of the system operation, capital, and opera-
tional costs, each of these activities has specific benefits.

The highest costs of development of the analyzed distribution system were obtained
for scenario “1”, for which only the selection of power and quantity of RES in nodes was
assumed. Adding the selection of capacity and the number of energy storages in energy-
saving nodes cost savings of 14%. For scenario “3”, an additional 21% cost reduction was
achieved. The lowest cost reduction of the initial price of the scenarios was obtained for the
scenarios “4”—4%. Additionally, after assuming all the works (scenario 5), the minimum
development costs were obtained, which were 48% costs of obtaining the scenario “1”.

The allocation and selection of renewable energy capacity allow for better use of
existing infrastructure. This operation consists of choosing the type of renewable energy
sources, the number of sources from a given power series, and the node in which the units
are to be built. Taking into account the generation profiles of individual RES, coefficients of
power utilization of these units in individual parts of the network, generation profiles, and
capacity of existing lines, it is possible to place such generating units that do not violate
the technical parameters of the network and allow achieving the set level of their annual
generation at the lowest possible costs total.

The allocation and selection of the capacity of energy storage allow for their distribu-
tion in the network and the selection of capacity, which will allow that they will support
renewable energy at times when their generation exceeds the total demand in the system.
Energy storage allows for energy storage at times when the generation from generating
units exceeds the demand (usually these are the night demand valleys) and putting this
energy into the network at the peak of demand.

Generation curtailment allows reducing energy production at times when their gen-
eration exceeds the total demand, which makes it possible to adjust the generation to the
demand in these periods.

The construction of new lines allows the allocation of new units in the nodes, where
the coefficient of their power utilization is higher; moreover, this action allows reducing
the load on the elements of the existing technical infrastructure of the distribution system.

As the results show, the addition of each of these activities allows you to reduce
the costs of operation and development of distribution systems, while the lowest costs
are obtained by combining all activities. This shows that the presented mathematical
formulation allows for long-term, comprehensive optimization of work planning and
development of distribution systems, taking into account the technical aspects of the
system, capital, and operational costs.
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Abbreviations

Sets
n,w ∈ N sets of indices n,w representing number of nodes in distribution network,
d ∈ D set of indices d representing type of Renewable Energy Sources (RES) technology—

D = [d1, . . . , d3], where d1 is the first possible technology and d3 is the last one,
l ∈ L set of indices l representing number of possible load type. L = [l1, . . . , l3], where l1

is the first possible type and l3 is the last one,
r ∈ R set of indices r representing type of rated power for each type of possible RES technology,
s ∈ S set of indices s representing type new line which can be built in distribution system

Coefficients

ERES_year
n,d annual energy production from each type of RES r in each node n,

PGEN_RES
n,d,t total production from RES type d in node n in time t,

PGEN_node
n,t total production from RES in node n in time t,

PFlosses
n,w,t power losses in a power line between nodes w and k in time t,

PRES
d,r rated power of RES technology d for the power unit series type r,

ERES_Hour
n,d,t total energy from RES type d in node n in time step t,

CES nominal capacity of single energy storage,
Dn,w distance between nodes “n” and “w”,
Pavail

d,t generation profile for RES technology d in time t,
PLoadpro f l,t consumption profile for load type l in time t,
PLoad

n,l nominal power of load type l in node n,
PLoad

n,l,t consumption of load in node n of type l in time t,
PFn,w,t linearized power flow between nodes n and w in time t,
PFTSO

t energy exchange between distribution and transmission system in time t,
Rn,w resistance of power line between nodes n and w,
U nominal voltage of the distribution system (in this paper assumed as a 30 kV),
dUn/w,t value of voltage in nodes n/w in time t,
FCRES

d,r fixed cost of each type and rated power of renewable energy sources,
FCES fixed cost of energy storages,
FCLine

s fixed cost of new lines,
VCRES

d,r variable cost of each type d and rated power r of renewable energy sources,
CLn,t level of charge of energy storages in node n in time t,
ηES efficiency of energy exchange between nodes and energy storages,

Decision Variable
iRES
n,d,r number of units in node n for RES type d and rated power r,

iES
n number of units in node n for energy storages,

bn,w,s binary variable that determines whether a given “s” line will arise between the
“n” and “w” nodes,

pcurt
n,d,t generation curtailment of RES type d in node n in time t,

ptoES
n,t power which flow from grid to energy storage in node n in time t,

p f romES
n,t power which flow from energy storage to grid in node n in time t,
Acronyms

WT wind turbine,
PV photovoltaic installation,
BG biogas power plant,
RES renewable energy sources,
ES energy storages,
EC energy curtailment,
GD grid development.
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Table A1. Parameters of nodes.

Fixed Parameters Variable Parameters

• an existing connection in the analyzed network,
• potential connection in the analyzed network,
• distances between nodes,
• capacity and type of loads installed in the node,
• the capacity factor—CF,

• capacity and number of RES units connected to the node,
• capacity and number of energy storage,
• new lines,
• power exchange with energy storage,
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Figure A2. Capacity structure for scenario “1”.
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Figure A7. Capacity structure for scenario “5”.
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Equations corresponding to Equation (9) that describe power losses in lines.

∀
t ∈ T

∀
n, w ∈ N

f 1n,w,s,t = 0.2 ∗
Constr.line

n,w,s ∗ Rn,w ∗ Dn,w

U2 ∗ PFn,w,t (A1)

∀
t ∈ T

∀
n, w ∈ N

f 2n,w,s,t

= 0.4 ∗ Constr.line
n,w,s∗Rn,w∗Dn,w

U2 ∗ PFn,w,t − 0, 08 ∗ Constr.line
n,w,s

2∗Rn,w∗Dn,w
U2

(A2)

∀
t ∈ T

∀
n, w ∈ N

f 3n,w,s,t

= 0.4 ∗ Constr.line
n,w,s∗Rn,w∗Dn,w

U2 ∗ PFn,w,t − 0, 16 ∗ Constr.line
n,w,s

2∗Rn,w∗Dn,w
U2

(A3)

∀
t ∈ T

∀
n, w ∈ N

f 4n,w,s,t

= 0.4 ∗ Constr.line
n,w,s∗Rn,w∗Dn,w

U2 ∗ PFn,w,t − 0, 24 ∗ Constr.line
n,w,s

2∗Rn,w∗Dn,w
U2

(A4)

∀
t ∈ T

∀
n, w ∈ N

f 5n,w,s,t

= 0.4 ∗ Constr.line
n,w,s∗Rn,w∗Dn,w

U2 ∗ PFn,w,t − 0, 32 ∗ Constr.line
n,w,s

2∗Rn,w∗Dn,w
U2

(A5)
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